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MOTTO
“The story of radiology in war offers a striking example o f the 
unsuspected amplitude that the applications of purely scientific 
discoveries can take under certain conditions.
It seem s that they must make our confidence in disinterested 
research more alive and increase our reverence and admiration for i t "
Marie Curie, Radiology in War
"The scientist finds his reward in what Henri Poincare calls the joy of 
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ABSTRACT
ON SOME RANGE INCLUSIONS
by
Mihaela Anca Poplicher 
University of New Hampshire, September, 1997
The de Branges-Rovnyak spaces have been introduced by Louis de 
Branges and James Rovnyak, and have been studied by several authors, in 
particular by Donald Sarason. The object of this thesis is to study more 
extensively some properties of this d a ss  of spaces. In particular, which of these 
spaces are invariant under the action of which composition operators, or adjoints 
of composition operators.
Some known facts and a couple of new properties are induded in Chapter
1. There it is shown that the norm of the kernel function for evaluation at a point 
in the unit disc (in the de Branges space) equals the operator norm of a certain 
multiplication operator. It is also shown that the de Branges space defined using 
an inner function is finite dimensional if and only if the inner function is 
continuous.
The second chapter contains conditions that assure the invariance of
vi
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certain de Branges spaces when certain composition operators, or adjoints of 
composition operators act on them. Most of these conditions are necessary and 
sufficient Many examples are also included.
The last chapter contains a  few miscellaneous results about range 
inclusions.
vii
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1CHAPTER 1 
THE DE BRANGES-ROVNYAK SPACES
la  this chapter the de Bnnges-Rovayak spaces are defined, and some known results regarding these 
spaces are mentioned. The de Bruges spaces have been introduced by Louis de Branges and James 
Rovuyak, and have been studied by several authors. Most of the facts included here cu b e  found in 
Sanson’s papers. At the end a couple o f theorems that appear to be new are introduced.
A)
Notations. Standard notations are used throughout the chapter
-D-the open unit disc;
<tf*-the space of holomorphic functions in D with square summable MacLaurin 
coefficients (or the corresponding space of boundary functions);
- H (|; and < . > are the norm and inner product in &  (or L2(cD))\
> /?<* -the space of bounded holomorphic functions in D (sometimes identified with its
space of boundary functions);
-for v € IS°(6D), the Toeplitz operator with symbol v is
TV:H 2 -+ H2, Tv ( f )  = P(yf)
(here P: L2 H2 is the (onto) orthogonal projection);
- S:H2 -* H2. (S f )(z) -  z ■ f  (z) -the unilateral shift operator;
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
-6-non-constant function in the unit ball of .
Complementary spaces. The Hilbert space AT is called contained contractively in the 
Hilbert space K  if:
0 Af is a vector subspace of K; 
ii) the inclusion map of M  in AT is a contraction (Le.: |xj| M £ Mi*-’ Vx e AO- 
Given any Hilbert space AT and any contraction B: J  K  (J an arbitrary Hilbert space), 
there is a natural way to associate with B a Hilbert space M(B) contained contractively in
K:
-Ai(B) — range(B) (as vector spaces);
-the norm in M(B) is defined by \B(xA m(B) ~ M y  e (ter B )^.
(If Af is any Hilbert space contained contractively in K, then obviously Af = M(B). where 
B is the inclusion map of Af into £).
If^  and 5  are two contraction operators from Hilbert spaces into 1C, then 14(A) * 14(B) as 
Hilbert spaces if  and only ifA4* *  BB\ In particular, M(B) -  M((BB°)I/2). The space 
M(B) is an ordinary subspace of AT if and only if B is a partial isometry.
If AT is a Hilbert space and B is a contraction from a Hilbert space into AT, then the 
complementary space of 14(B) is H(B) » M((I-BB')I/2).
(The de Brange's notion of complementary space -defined above- played a basic role in 
his proof of the Bieberbach conjecture).
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The spaces H(b). Ia what follows, M(TJ * M(b) and the de Brange space H(b) is defined 
by H(b) = H(Tb )  = Aff^(7 -  7^  ) ~ M(yjl - T b T^ ) .  The inner product in H(b)
will be denoted by < , >4 and the norm by || ||A.
Hence, if  /an d  £  are functions in H2, and at least one of them, is in (kerf I  ~Tb T  ^))-L \ 
« I - T b Ts ) l n f .  ( I  -  Tb Ts ) " > g  >6 = <  f . g  >
This also equals < ( l  - T b T f ) f ,g  >b ,i£ g eH (b).
It is known that the kernel function for evaluation at w s  D , in H2, is ky, given by:
The space H(b) is a Hilbert space of holomorphic functions in D, and the evaluation 
functionals at the points off) are continuous in H1, so they are continuous in H(b).
Therefore a first set of functions that belong to H(b) are the kernel functions k& for the 
functionals in H(b) of evaluation at the points w e D .  They are defined by the relation:
< f .  k& >b *  f(w ). V / € H(b) , and hence k& * ( I  -  7^  )kw. (To see this, let 
k& * ( I  - T b Tg ) I/2h, for some H*~ function h; there exists such a function h because 
k& € H(b) . Then consider a //^-function f ,  such that f l L ker(l -  Tb Tg ) and
/  * ( I  -  Tb Tg ) t/2 f t . Now compute:
< f ,  . ( I  -  T„ Ts ) " 2kw > » < ( - / -  T„ Ts ) ,/2 f ,  .*» > = <7 -  Tb T{  ) " 2 f ,  (w) = 
= f ( " )  -  < f . k l  >4= < ( I  -  Tb Ts  ) " 2f ,  .(1 -T „  Ts  ) ' /2 h >4 = < / ,  ,h >.
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This means h = ( I  -  Tb T^)I/2 kw and hence k& = ( I  -  Tb Tf )kw).
Now Tgkw * b(w) • kw (because for any /^-function f:
< f .T s kw > = < Tbf , k w > = b(w) ■ f(w )  = > = < f .  b(w) • >).
Hence:
kw = ( I - b W - b ) - k w ,
and so:
. ..2 . / - I 4 T M 2M. - k w ( w )  ~  •
The space H(b) is an ordinary subspace of i f  if and only if Tb is a partial isometxy. That 
happens if and only if b is an inner function (so Tb is actually an isometxy). In that case 
H(b) is the orthogonal complement of the Beurling 5-invariant subspace bH2 (therefore:
H(b) © bH2 = H2).
Hence the spaces H(b) with 6 inner are the non-trivial invariant subspaces of the
backward shift S*. .
At the other extreme is the case where < / ,  when H(b) is a renonned version of H*. 
The following facts are true for any b:
0 S'b  e  H(b)\
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To study further the spaces H(b), authors (Sarason in particular) considered two distinct 
cases: the case b is a non-extreme function in the unit ball o f H **, and the case b is 
extreme.
hi the case when b is not extreme, die study of H(b) is closely related with that of M (S), 
where a is the outer function with:
0 a(0) > 0; 
ii) \a(eid)\2+ \bfei0 )\2 = l . V 0 e R .
B)
Recall that for any u e  D, the kernel function for evaluation at u in 11* is given by:
-L— . V z » D .I - 3 z
hence for any /  e H21 f ( u )  = < f , k u >.
Hence:
V /  e  H2. V u « D: \f(u ) \S  \ f \ 2^ . \ 2 , 
and, since [*«£ » < * , . * « > »  k ,(u )  -  ■ — . 
one gets that:
(•*)
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Recall also that the kernel function for evaluation at any point u in the unit disc is given 
by:
k& = (1 -b (u )-b )  • ku
and hence;
i * i - m n 2
M * = k“ (u> *
Now, for any b:D -> D t analytic* the composition operator Cb: H2 —* H2 is defined
by Cbh = h * b .  For any /  e  /f® it is true that:
f C b( H2) ^ H >
In particular, since a H*3, for any point u inV:
k i - C b (H 2) 'Z H 1.
The next theorem states that, if one considers the (operator) norm of
Tk::Cb(H 2) - *  H2,
where Cb ( H2) has the range norm, one gets:
Ihasmm:
Proof:
First notice that, using (**), one gets for any H* function g:
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
4 , , ,
J l - M 2 1 • '  2
In particular, for g  = , one gets:
l * 6 w  „ , l d r .l - \ b ( u r f  l* * l  J i  - \^ 2
. , IJ -  Wu>\2 1 - IW P , .
- i r t w i *  K . |  ■ s  i^ i
|y -  i w p  
i - l « P
F i w i 7
=>171.12t t l “ ll / - | o (7  
For the reverse inequality it is useful to consider the Mobius map
tfru:D -► D. yru(z) u -  z
1 — u • z
The following properties of are useful:
“ “  ■ -  ” r  u - 1 up z -  u +
HrB ® y u( z ) ---------- l - u - z
]  -  U  -  ~ - Z ■ / — H - Z  — I l l j ^ + U - Z
l - u - z
a - x t f *
7 - i«f  ’ *■’
*  a ; *  0 ;
-(1 — u • z ) +• u • (u -  z)Vufz)
\K (z ) \2 --------- 7
( I  — u  • Z ) 2  ( 1  — U ■ z ) 2  ’
\ ¥ ’. \ 2
\ I  -  u  ■ zji" /  -  | u p  *
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\k*(z)\2 = \ l -b (u ) -b ( z ) \2\ku(z)\2 = |i-F(u)
/ - | « r
0 6 ° W  = ¥b(u)(b(u)) a 0.
Now fix a function giiiH2 and use Littlewood Subordination Principle to obtain the 
following inequality (here all the integrals are over the unit circle, and with respect to 
Lebesgue measure):
jV - 5(uM2\ Vuftg* b{2 = jV -  b(u)b a Vu\2\g a b a \f/u\2 a
= J|/  -  b(u)Yb(u) a a 6 a yu\2\g a a p r^  o b « £
* J V - ° •
Using a change of variable, one sees that the last integral above equals:
(l-\b(u)\2
Hence:
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9ll~ \b (u )\2
/ - N 2 * N IL -
q.e.d.
Theorem If u is an inner function, then H(u) is finite dimensional if and only 
if u is continuous. 
Proof:
The proof of the theorem is based on the following known facts:
1) I f  Hand H ’ are Hilbert spaces and A: H  H* is a bounded operator, then: A is 
Fredholm if and only if  ronA is closed and both kerA and her A are fin ite dim ensional
2) If ip € L°(3D) is not almost everywhere zero, then either ker Tw = {0} or 
kerT$ = (0}.
3) If u is a continuous, inner function, then Tu is a Fredholm operator.
4) If € H9  + C(3D), then is a Fredholm operator if  and only if yr is invertible 
in H*3 +C(cD).
5) If u is inner and invertible in H9  + C(cD), then there exists yr € / /« , a function 
that doesn’t vanish in D, and there exist points z/ , z2 zn e D such that:
n
I-/
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The proof of the theorem follows.
Since u is inner, it follows that: H 2 -  H(u) 0  uH2.
It is also true that:
/  eH (u )  «■ [< f .u h  >« 0.VA e H 2]  o  [< f .T uh »* 0.VA e f f 2]  o  
[< T S f.h  >= O.Vh e  « . [T u f = 0J o  [ f  eker!Z J . 
which means:
H( u) = te r 7?.
Therefore: if  u is inner and continuous, then 7*. is a Fredholm operator, and 
H( u) -  ker T£ is finite dimensional.
For the converse, suppose that te r 7? = H(u) is finite dimensional. Since it is also true 
that ranT^* uH2 is closed, and ter7*w» {0}, it follows that Tm is a Fredholm operator, and 
therefore u is invertible in H*° + C(dD) .
Hence: 3yr e  , a function that doesn’t vanish in D , and 
3 Zj,z2... . .z H € D, such that
a
“ * ^ * n  <*-*{)•
I-/
Since ^  does not vanish in D and is bounded away from 0 on a neighborhood of cD, it 
follows that iff is invertible in .
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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Also:
e -« (e *  - z j ) 1 -  e~ilZj I  -  e*Zj
l - l j t * 1 - I j e * I  -  l j4 * 1 -  i j e *
= I , and hence the
« r  -  Zy
function I I  — is a continuous inner function, and




^ ■ n |« *  -  iy| * |bc«*^= /. 
forae. e* *aD.
Since yr is invertible in H* , it follows that 9 is invertible in H9 ,so 9 = 9~l e H '30, 
and therefore 9 is a constant Hence:
" * - Z j
u * n  (------  ) ** continuous,
y -/ l - l j t
because it is the product between a constant and a continuous function.
q.e.d.
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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CHAPTER 2
SOME CASES OF INVARIANT SUBSPACES
la  this chapter the invariance of some H(b) spaces under some composition operators or adjoints of 
composition operators is studied.
Throughout this chapter D is the unit disc,
u is an inner function,
<p :D—► D is an analytic function.
1*-TheQnm If <p(0) a 0, than C£H (zm)  c  H(z H) , for any n e iV.
Proof:
«p(Q) * 0 =» <p(z) * zty(z) * z(aQ + ajZ+...) 
Hl  = H(zn ) e  znH(zn ) (D
Then, for any lc > j, it is one that:
< C%zf ,zk > * < z*,CpZk > =
< z*,<pk (z) > » < z* ,zk iyk (z) > * 0
Also: < > * < z* , r V ^ (z) > a  a
Therefore: CpZ1 is a polynomial of degree £ j. (2)
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
From (I) & (2): C9H(zn ) £  H(zn). for any natural number n.
q.e.d.
2. Proposition Suppose that u is a Blasehke product having only simple 
zeros»and <p e boU(H9>) . Suppose also that u(a>) = 0 =z> u(<p(<o)) = 0 .
Then: C9H(u) s  H(u). 
Proof:
Since u is a Blasehke product (therefore inner), it is still true that?
H2 = H(u) ® uH2 .
Also: [  u(<o) = 0 => u(<p(<D)) = Q}] implies that: « » ^  = v • u , for some v 6 .
Then, for every /  € tfftO (i.e. for every /  e / f2 , with the property < f .u g  > » 0,
V g e H 2\ i t  is true that:
< C ^f.u g  > * < / ,  C9(ug) > *  < / . f a  o <p)(g°<p) > =
» < f . u - V ‘(g9<p) > » 0, V g e H 2.
The last equality is true because:
/v  6 H ^ . g ^ t p  € / f2/  =* [ v ' ( g 9 9)  e  t f 2/ .
Therefore: < C pf.ug  > *  0, V g  e  /J2 , which means:
q , f e H ( u ) .
q.e.d.
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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3. Proposition Suppose that <p is inner, with <p(0) * 0; and u is inner, such 
that u»q> is a divisor of u (i.e. there exists an inner function h such that 
it = h • (u « <p)). Then H(zu) is invariant under Cv -
Proof:
In this case: H 2 = H(zu) © zuH2 .
Consider f  a H2 . The fact that C9f  a H(zu) can be proven as follows:
[ f  a H(zu)] o  [ f  L  zuH2 J  »
«=> [ ( f  - u) JL zH2]  <z> [ ( f  • u) a H2]  =>
=* [C<p(? **) € H2]  <=> [ ( f  9 <p)(u * <p) a H2]  o
[ ( f  9 <P) ± z - ( u o  <p)H2]  o  [ ( f  ° <p) L  z  ■ (u ° <p)H2 ]  .
Since h is inner, it follows that h - z - ( u  o <p)H2 £  z- (u° q>)H2 , and so the last fact 
listed above implies that
[ ( f  9 9 ) L h - z - ( u *  <p)H2]
«  ( c , f  x  u • & ! ]  » / - c , /  e w ca ;;-
p.e.d.
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4. Proposition Suppose that <p has the property that a H *. and u is
z - 1
defined b y  u(z) = * *  z .
Then C9H (u) c  H (u).
Proof:
For this particular u, it is known that:
H(u) = {(z - l ) g  + c \g  € H 2.c € C }.
m — J
Let iff = —— -  € /f®, so <p — 1 = (z -  l) \y , with iff € /f®.
Any /  € H(u) has the form /  * (z -  I)g  + c (for some g  € H2, and some 
complex number c), and therefore:
*  fa  -  /X * ° + c = (z -  » p j + c .
But then, since <y € H*3, and g  « p € H2 , it follows that A * \y(g « <p) e f f 2, and
hence C ^ / = (2 -  l)h + c, for some h e H2, and some complex number c. This means 
that:
C9f  € H(u). i. e. C9H(u) c  /ffuj.
q.e.d.
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ft Thsonm If u is a Btssehks product having the sequence of zeros 
Z (u) = {zl t z2, z3, . . . },  then H(u) is  invariant under C£ if and only if 
—  € H®, if and only if: u '
a) <p(Z( u)) c  Z (u ) , and
b) if <p(zk )  = Z[, then the multiplicity of Z[ is bigger than or equal to the 
multiplicity of zk. 
Proof:
Since u is inner, H2 * H(u) © uH2 .
r u o ®L et — *  v.
u
Suppose first that v e  * .  Then for any /  e  H*3:
[  < f  ,ug > *  0 , e  H2]  =» /"< Cpf.lig  >  «  <  / , ( u  o o ^  > =
* < / ,v  • ° p j > »  0, V f e  f l* /.
The last equality holds because:
[  v € /if®; g  ° <p e H 2]  =» [ v - (g  «<p) e H 2].
Hence: = v e => [C}H(u) q  H(u)J.
For the converse, suppose that f  C^H(u) £  /ffu;y c=> (C9 ( uH 2) £  u/?2
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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Since u e H2, the above implies in particular that:
3 gtt e f f 2 I u o <p »  C9u = ag„.
Since u <* <p e  . Qa « pjj^ 5  7, one obtains die inner-outer factorization:
tf op  = V|. • v0, ||v0J^ £  I.
Hence ug = so u[vh and therefore —  is inner. It follows that:
a
a a  ©  V , — = —  ■ 6 /f  ® .
a a
If the zeros of a are zh Zj, zp... (not counting multiplicity), and the multiplicity of zf is p; 
(for any i ), then:
gf O A
for each z& ufz^O , and ■■■■ has a removable singularity at z*.
Hence: u(<p(zk )) =» (7, and the multiplicity of is ^p*.
Therefore:
a) <p(Z(u)) c  ZfaJ, and
b) if  p frt ;  * r7 , then p , £ pk .
q.e.d.
Remark: Suppose that a has a finite number of zeros z,. z2 z„  arranged such that the
multiplicities increase: ifp(is the multiplicity of zh then: p l £ p2 £ . . . £  p/j|_ / < p m .
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1) Then <p satisfying a) and b) has the property: <p(zm) — zm.
2) Suppose <p is aMobius transformation; a e D .a *  zmt and <p(a) = a . Then <p is 
die identity.
z+1
6. Theorem tfu  Is the atomic inner function (u(z) = then H(u) is
invariant under CX if and onfy if —— e H * . In this case:u
7 7 ^ 7 *  + i r ;
3D
(where ffz is  the Hergiotz kernel; m~ normalized Lebesgue measure on cD ; 
k, y - real constants; v  - positive measure on cD; & j-u n it mass at 0). 
Proof:
For this particular u (inner), it is again true that?
H 2 * H(u) ® uH2 ,
and so: (C}H (u) e  H(u)J «* (Cp (uH2) ^  u ff2] .
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Suppose first that - ° ^  *  v e  if® , and consider an arbitrary f  e H2 . Then, for 
Vg e H2 , the following is true:
< f .u g  > = 0 C ^f.ug  > *  < f , ( u  o <p)(g q>)> =
U 9  (O
-  < J .U    ' ( g 9 <p)>9 < f,U  • v(g 9 <p)> = 0.
The last equality holds due to the fact that:
[v  € H* & (g  9 p )  e  H2 =» v(g 9 ip) £ H2].
Therefore: CpH(u) c  as promised.
For the converse, suppose that C<p(uH2 )  c  uH2 . This means, in particular, that- 
CpU € uH2 , i. e .: 3 € H2 such that u «»<p * ugu .
Now f u o p | | £ / , s o t f o p €  H** and has an inner-outer factorization:
u 9 <p *  vt- • v0, where vr inner, v0-outer.
v-
Since both u and v{ are inner, it follows that —  is inner, so:
u
U 9 <p Vf * Vq Vf * ------ — * —  • v0 e Hm.u u u
Conclusion:
[Citt(u) S  K(u)J ®  /•— «u
Furthermore, for this particular u, the following is true:
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M z)+l 2+/ ,
[ 1 1 £  * H* ]  o  [e  « z)~l «
£ * / « >
\< p ( z ) - l )  
o [ 3 v  finite, positive measure oncD:
k + ~ — j  = ^Hzdv +■ iy, where y e  R, Hz — Herglotz kernel J
<=• -  /H r* ''' -  /H rrfr*m ; -  /* ,< « , +
I -V I * )  3D 3D 3D
where m -  normalized Lebesgue measure on cD,
5j — unit mass at 0].
Therefore:
T : % )  “ - km- s i>*<r-
q.Q.d
Remark: Herglotz’s Theorem has been used in the proof of the previous theorem. It says 
that: “Every analytic function in the unit disk, with values in the right-half-plane, such 
that/(0)>0. has die form:
+> z
f (*> -  / p n
where v is a finite positive measure on 3D
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Comments: la connection with the facts proven in this chapter, several questions may be 
asked. Some of them, together with their answers, are included below.
1) Is it possible to construct a Blaschke product B with the property that the only <p
suck that Cp(H(B)) £  H(B) is the identity ( # z )  = z ) f
The answer to this question is "Yes’*, and the construction follows.
Remember first that: a) the pseudohyperbolic distance between two complex numbers
a and b is defined by p(a.b) = a — b
1 - a b
b) Schwartz-Pick Theorem states that for any analytic q>:D D \
, for any u, v e  Z).!
i * '— U — V
1  =» < p (u )  • < # v ) 1  — u v
Consider now the (increasing) sequence [ z j  given by zn*l-e*, for any natural n, 
and construct the increasing sequence fw j. {wn} c  [OJ] with the properties:
i) wH £ zn. V/» € N ;
ii)P (wn+k’wn+l+l) > P(wn 'wH+i). € N; Vk.l c  AT. * + / £ / .  J b - / * / .  
(Such a sequence can be constructed recursively:
- take w/.^ 2  6 [OJ ]  > satisfying i) above;
-take Wj € [OJ] , satisfying i) and such that:
# 1 2 )  < p(2J); p ( l2 )  < # U ) \
- take w4 € [OJ] , satisfying i) and
# 2 3 )  < P(2.4): # 2 J )  < #3 .4); # 1 2 )  < #1.4);
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• etc. Notice that each vv„ has to satisfy a finite number of conditions).
CO CD CO
Then: £  (e~n )  <oa, hence {w j is a Blaschke sequence.
«*/ **/ <■/
Consider B, the Blaschke product with zero-sequence {w j, where each w„ has 
multiplicity n.
Suppose that <p is such that C$(H(B)) £  H(B) .
By Theorem S. this is equivalent with:
V  n €  N . H j n e  N: <p(wn)  = w  .Jm tn
Applying Schwartz-Pick Theorem for w„ and w,+/, one obtains:
<P(wn+l ) “ *< *») < wa*t -
1 -<?>(” »+1 )<P<wn) 1 -  wn+lwn
w  « wj~ , +n+I j .  +n wn+l ”
/  «  ty V|f
j.+ n 1 ~  wn+lwn
fi(wj~ + -+ rwj.+.>  s  
which contradicts the way the w„ s have been chosen.
Therefore, in this case, the only <p satisfying Cp(H(B)) £  H(B) is the identity 
( <p(z) *  2 ).
Note: Remark 2 (following Theorem 5) has some connection with the above example.
2) Is it possible to construct an example where Proposition 3 applies?
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Although, at first it seems that examples where Proposition 3 applies are very hard to get, 
the constructions that follow will give quite a few such examples. They will also show a 
(non-trivia!) way to get Blaschke products with simple zeros (where Proposition 2
noted. (See also [27]).
a) Consider the hyperbolic disc automorphism, with fixed points (-1) and 1, such that I is 
attracting, defined by:
Note that for any hyperbolic disc automorphism q>, there exists a disc automorphism eo 
that “moves” the fixed points of gt to (-1) and 1 (i.e. to » <p ° <o~l = <p). Then
C^CpCgf — , and hence Cp is similar to C^.
Consider the following (double) sequence:
applies). Also, some other interesting properties of die constructed functions will be
-  ( t .  *)<z) -  =■1 + rz
(I  + r2)z + 2r X2g » y2
2rz + 1 + r2 y^z  +- x2
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By induction, one sees that:
b(n)(z) * (4 *  fo...of)(z) * ^ y " , •
' n  ' J to *  +  X„
yn -  i * - ' •
a* +1
JT T T j* '
a* - 1
77+ 77*
;V n e  AT.
The following equalities are also true:
- r r  +1 y - iz + x- i
X_j = /,
y - i  -
i(-o  o = f a * * * - ; , .
-----------    —  y -,z  + x»„
X—n = x n =  2 * - 1
y-n = - yn * •
a* + /
77777*
l - a *
(a + 1)*
Now construct the (double) sequence f z j  as follows:
»  —  -  —  — /I*®
a* - /
—  V n €  AT;
a* +1
a~* - 1  I  • a *
x-n a~" + 1 I  + a*
* - Z(|> Vn e i V.
Hence:
a* — /
*« *  / nJ(0) *  —  a  — — V « € Z.
X» «" + /
It is easy to see that this sequence has the property:
Z„ a  - r _ „  =r =» 2_,
;Vn s
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Hence, for any non-zero integer n, one obtains the following equalities:
$ (n) ( z )  -  x«z  *■ yn  __ XH( z  + ZH)  _  Zn _ Z ~  Z -n .
+  x H(z nz  + l )  z - n 1 - z - n - z ’
Z-„ l - Z - n - Z  z _ n I I 1 - Z - n - Z
Note here that { z j  is a Blaschke sequence, because:
an - 1 ao gn +1 -  gn + 1 * «
— — ----------£  — -  s  * y
^  , . /  a + /  n -/ «* + /  ; -
If 5  is the Blaschke product with { z j  as its sequence of zeros, all the zeros having
± )n
multiplicity one, B = n * n / n), where
nmZ
*■0^1.
K  = — .n * 0 .  
1 ^
then C,B = B * * = * r f l — >> • *
ncZ n*Z^n+I
Remark I: Since /im *n) *  /  • ( - / ;  * -1
(because A, • ‘ * /  • f - / ;  = - /) .
1*1 |* - l  *  z„
it follows that:
C^B * B « f  • B. 
so B is an eigenvector for , with eigenvalue (-1).
')
< 00.
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Consider now H(zB) and H(B).
By Proposition 3, H(zB) is invariant under C* (because
B  ® $
Also,, since B  has only simple zeros and
t f W  -  ¥ * (' }(0 »  > / m* 'J(0) = za t l .
Proposition 2 assures that H(B) is invariant under CJ.
Remark 2: In this case, H(zB) = span{<ffn) :n e  Z } .
Proof: Denote by X  the space on the right hand side of the above equality.
The following equalities are true for any H2 function f:
< ■£_ ,zg f > -  < , j  . |z f  y  = 0.
I ~  z -n ’ z  I  — 2-/I «
This means that:
— € H ( z B ) .
I -
Using the equality (•), one then gets that:
f m ) - z m e  H ( z B ) .
But the constant function zm is an element of H (zB )
(because < zn.zB f > * z„ < kg .zB f > * zn • (zBf)(0) * 0 , fo ran y fu n c tio n /), 
and hence:
/ n ) *  -  2/.; +  H ( z B ) .  V n e Z
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This implies, since H(zB) *  (zBH2 )L is closed, that
X ^ H ( z B ) .
For the other inclusion, note that
¥ m} ~**L  * r ~ ' -  (h *j ?  > - It— = — I1 «  I 2—n l - Z - . - z \2 1/  -  S-» - z l j
=  ( H z * \ 2  )  ■ ] <  j - *  >  -  ( H z n  I2  )  ■ U - i . l>V 1 - Z - . 1  l - Z - . - Z  J H z_nl2
( H z ,  I2 )
i[h *A
~ { z n \ =  J H Z n f i Z n  | .  
12 »
Therefore lint (<$n^  -  zn) = 0 => lint = lint zn = /.
/I— n- »a o  « —»ao
This implies that 1 e  X  ^  C ^  X.
hi the remaining part of the proof it will be shown that
X L c  zBH2 f=> H(zB) *  C X).
For, consider the H* function /  such that /  € ^ . This implies, in particular,
/ 1 C  & f  ±  z *  Hence:
/  X spanfl.z} 9  /hasazerooforder2attheorigin.
Also, from (*) and the fact that f  X JIT, it follows that
/ X  i .- ■. V/ »€ZV 
/  -  z« • r
This implies that
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The conclusion follows: / i s  a multiple of zB, i.e. /  e  zBH2.
q.e.d.
b) Consider now the parabolic disc automorphism with fixed point 1, defined by:
t( z )  *  — ~- 2t^Z ~ S , s € R. s *  0. sz -  s -  2i
With very few modifications, the considerations made before for the case of the 
hyperbolic disc automorphism apply in this case as well. One major difference is in the
way the (double) sequence { }nmz  1°°^. Elementary computation and induction 
shows that:
$(D(z) %)* ~ s  = x l z  ~ yJ_ x i *  * ~ 2i .
sz  -  S -  2i y j Z - x t  [ y t  = ssz -  s -  2i
72k) y2kz +• X2k y 2k *  ( -O k his
9
X4k+lZ ~~ ytkMl X4k+I * (4h + l)s -  2i
(4k+n y 4k+tz -  y4k+i = (4k + i)s
: V k  € N;
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it4 M >(z) = ( t  .  *...**) -  X* + ? - * 4 k * l _.
(4k+3) *4k+3z  *  ***"►*
s  ~(4k ^  J 4* 2i
>V*+J * - (4 k  + 3)s
/~ * j(z )  = ~ *  * = f r  + 2/;z 4- s = *_/* -  ^ -/
- tz  + t  -  2i s z - ( s - 2 i )  y_{Z _ ~  ’
x_z = t + 2z'
L * -/ = *•
; V & €
The formulae for f/x e  AO have the same form as above.
Therefore:
<b(2k)(0) = -  - fe -  .
I - l a s  z + fe  (2k)s + 2 i’
/ 4k+D(0) = ~(4k + l)s (4k + /) t
+ /Js -  2x f¥* +■ I)s + 2z'' 
(4k+*)(0) -  ^
(4k + 3)s + 2z
Hence die terms of the (double) sequence fo j look like:
*« -  / ’V o; /IT /IT«  +• 2x* — </(ns -  2*V. Vn € Z.
This obviously implies that:
To see that ( z j  is a Blaschke sequence, note that:
Consider the following sequences:
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an = I - nfjf
+  4  -^ l* 2*2 +  4  ( i l * 2 *2  +  4  +  ^ A )  ’ i j n 2 s2  +  4
_ 4 I
h -  4 1
^  2s* V
A  tIt is very well-known that is convergent, and since
*»/ 2s^n~ln
a d t 2s2n2
iwi f — ; =  S s r - y — , -  7— r -  ------------------ ;
pi-*.cd « -♦ « »  *  (  s 2  +  - y + j s U  • S 2  +  - y  *
I.
00 00
it follows that J ]  a* = -  £  (7H *«| J converge*, i.e. { z j  is a Blaschke sequence. 
««/ -<*>
Note that:
* ( ~ * r k [ t - f e y * r - / ; * / 7 - * » y * ;
y .24: -  r - / r * r - t o ;  * y -/;* y -to ; * y2Jk.
This implies: : « *  -  * zik-
X~ 2k *2k
Also:
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X-(2k+I) *  xik + i;  
y -(2k+ l) *  y 2k+l’
This implies that:
_  y -(2k+ l) _ y 2k+ l
22k+i;
and hence:
z-n = zn; V n e N.
If one defines the Blaschke product B as it has been defined for the previous case, one 
sees that:
x nx ~ H *  =  i L  2  _  7
I?*! U-/t! |z„| |r„ | jrnp
Therefore in this case:
CuB * B « ^ * /  • B,
so B is an eigenvector for , but with eigenvalue 1.
Elementary computations are needed in order to replace the equality (*). They are as
follows:
nk> r - / ; * / • /♦ to / 2
/ 2 ) (Z) -  2 , ---- -- ---------------------------------------------------------------■2k (~I)k te r  + (~ l)k [I -  kisj 2ks + 2/
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»  ( - , ) k z  
(2ks + 2i)(kuz +1 -  kis) ks + i y^ z  + ~
M ) k i j
ks +■ i X2k I -  z-ih  * z
j(2 k + l) _  X2k+lz  ~ ^*+7 _  ^ * + 7  _ 
24+7 y * * + 7* "  * » + /  X 2k+ l
lx2k+iP~y2k+l r
* » ♦ /   ^ * +/X2*t-7 -f  ^ f' Z -  I) 
X2k+l
y 2k+l^x2k+lV
(* 2 k + l)2 1 -  Z-(2k+l) • Z *
This means that all the considerations made in the case of the hyperbolic disc 
automorphism work in the parabolic case, except the norm computation. That should be 
replaced with:
U 2t> -  r, . \  » .  I. ■ . f „ , ,  ,
I 2 b  b  + i |x2jt| V l - Z - 2 k - Z  I — Z—2k ’ z
\z -2k\2 j  \z lk \'  . I . ,  -  / . _
V7 + *v  V/  + *v  7 + *v
2Jb
/  +• I 4k2s2 /  +
4k2s2 + 4
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* 1 zifc+/
Y 2 M > -  « » * ,L  -  i r f f t o p  -  *
2 X « w  XM+, ^ / H X it+ ; |i
_ ^ * 7  ££*+_WU ,  (2k + l)*s2 ^  (2k + l ) s - 2 i  (2k * 1)  |4
X2*+/ 2 '  <T-2Ar + /;*  + 2f;2 ~ f2* + l)s  + 2i 2
_ 2(2k + l M
4 + (2k +• l)2s2
la conclusion:
Except the computations mentioned above, all the remarks, properties and facts noted in 
the hyperbolic case are valid for die parabolic one as well.
q.a.d.
3) Is it possible to construct examples where Theorem 6 applies or examples where it
doesn’t apply?
The answer to these questions are “Yes”, and a few examples follow.
_ z± l 2(z-<p(z))
Let’s note first that h(z) = -• (z) * e9*2* '1 2~l = e(z- l)(v<z>-1)
u
A) The following examples will provide a list of analytic functions <p: D -* D for which 
h e / / « .
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a) If <p is a parabolic disc automorphism with fixed point 1, with multiplicity 2, then 
h € H9 . For example:
2i(z-I):
- if  <p(z) = , then h(z) -  e = e2* e  tf® .tz +1 — i
2 ( z - iy  2
- if  then .  .7  « * .
Z +* - /
-i£< p(z) =  ( I  -  l ) z  '“/ .then h (z)  = e '  e tf® . 
z -  * -  /
b) If <p(z) -  k(z - 1 )  + 1, k  e  f0, / ; ,  then
2 ( l-k ) ( z - l )  2 (l-k )  /
h (z )  = e (z ~ l)k(z ~l) -  e  k z - l  6
[<p(l) = 1; <p' ( l)  = k e(0. 1)].
I + Z +  2 l l  -  z 2 2(2J7Zz + V7^7y
c) If *; =  ?■ i f  i r , then h(z) * e -24l-z e
i - z  + 2 ^ 7 - V
r / ;  * /].
_2
d) If p fz; *  , then h(z) »  e 2 * e~l e H * .3 -  z
m d  *  r / ;  * /].
e) If pfzj * •*-*- -  / , then Afz; = e 2(z~l) <= tf®.
z + 5






j) If q>(z) =
k) If <p(z)
\q K D  = / ;  9 '  ( I )  = j ] -
2r _ z+I
■ ■L ± ~  , r * ( 0 . 1 ), then h (z)  =  e I~r *-* e  if®.
TZ -t  I
l< P(t) =  / ;  P'  ( I )  *  e  f0.  / ; ] .  
z+1
.. U ± 1  then h (z )  =  e*” '  e  ff® . 
z + J
i 9 ( l )  =  1 : 9 ' ( 1 )  = j ] .
: £ — — f . iter > 0, then Afz,/ = e * e  if®.
[ ^ / ;  = r /;  = /] .
« Y - % V l V n  1 8 r 8 [0- 11 ■ * ”
2 (l-s ) (rc + l)(z - l)  2 (l-s)(rz+ l)
h (z)  =  e  s (I+ r)(z -l)  s  £
[ < * / ;  =  / ;  ? f - / ;  =  - / ;  r / ;  =  * e  (o. i> i
2 -z
Z»then /if z,/ = ez -/ € if® .
4 — Z
(iXO  =. /; r / j  * | j .
fz  + / ;*  -=L
  ------, then h (z)  =  €  / /® .4
[* f /; = r ;;  = /].
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1)If <p(z) * /  + ■ 2(Z~ J l ) t l . Rea > 0 , then h(z) = e~a e  H9 . 2 -  a(z - 1)
M U  = <P' (I) = /] .
B) The following examples will show that there are analytic functions <p:D -*• D such 
that h e  H 9 .
2z(l-t* )
a) If <p(z) = —— t  > 7, then h(z) = e .
t2 -  f t2 -  l)z
[<P(0) =* 0; p f /; = I; <p' (I) = t2 > / ] .
2 z(r- l)
b)\f<p(z) = — & — —. r g (0. I) , then h(z) = e 2~l e H 9 .
l - ( l - r ) z
[< P(0) = 0 -  Denjoy -  Wolff point for ip; <p(l) = /; ( l)  = I  > /].
r
J 2(z~:,)
c) [f , then * ' '2J
-  9; WO =■ /; ¥  ( ! ) •  |  > /  ].
d) If p , fz ; = /  + 1(2 - 1 )  + t(z -1 )* ; i t  [0 .1 ] , then
;  1-21(1-1)
I f f  I) = 1: ¥  <D = j J .
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6z
e) If <p(z) = Z ~  ^ , then Afz; »  e ( l- z ) ( z + l)  g  ^
2 -  z
c^ r/; = /.* ?>' (D  = ¥].
(l-Z )‘-*+l
t)Tf<p(z) = I - ( l - z ) b .b e (0 .1 ) ,rh e n h (z )  = e z~l
[p(7J = / ;  <p’ (I)  = 6(7 -  r j6_/ —^qo; p maps D onto
r-+l
a nontangential approach region at I ; q> does not have a finite angular derivative at I], 
g) I f  <p(z) = z + t ( l -  z/ .  p  € (I. 3). t e  (0, 21- 0 ) ,  then
- t ( l - z ) ^
, ,  . 'ta-z)*-'-!h(z) = e '  € H* .
[<p(l) *  / ;  ^  has a finite angular derivative (only) at 1].
In the remaining part of this chapter, the space H(b) (where b is a multiple (normalized) 
kernel function for evaluation (in H*) at a specified point) is studied. For many analytic 
functions <p:D D, a “large” part of H(b) is mapped by C£ back in H(b).
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Consider u e D  -  {0} and define the function b as follows:
b:D C.
b(z) »  ( I  -  |«U • k ,( z )  =
/  -  n r
(Recall that is the kernel function for evaluation at u in H*).
Obviously, b e H2. But even more is true, namely:
7. Lemma The function b is  a non-extreme point of the unit bait ofH®. 
Proof:
To see that b is bounded, it suffices to note that:
[/ -  uzj> 1 -  |5zj= 1 -  [aj[rfi 1 -  |aj. Vz e D ;
I  -  Iniwhich means \b (z)\£ ---- — = i, Vz 6 £). Hence:
/ - M
Therefore 6 is a non-constant function in the unit ball of tf® , so the de Branges space 
H(b) can be defined.
At this point, to see that b is a non-extreme point of the unit ball of /f® it will suffice to 
show that:
/  togfl - \ f (* “>)\]  de  = -*a,
-K
which is an unpleasant computation.
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Instead, a result from [30; 37] will be used; it states that “b iso n  element nffffhi f/vw  
only ifb  is non-extreme”.
Hence, in what follows it will be shown that b  e  H (b ) , which will finish the proof of the 
lemma.
For Vat e  Z ), define the function QW:H 2 -*• H 2, (Q ^ f  ) ( z )  =  U lL l-llS Z L .
z — (O
Then Qm = (1 — atS*)~2S m (here S* «  2? is the adjoint of S, the shift operator), 
ha particular
Qojb =  ( 1 - qjS T 1 S*b, 
and since S*b e H (b ) , [30; 37], it follows that-
QJ> €  H (b). Vat €  Z>.
But
r& A ir*; -  ~ »
2 -  01
(7 -  m ;  • r -p ^ r -  -  - H r - ;_________ 1 -  UZ I -  KOI _
2 - 0?
(I -  Bz) • (z -  at) ■ (1 -  S o ) (1 -  gz) • ( /  -  ue>J
—  • b(z)I — go;
and hence:
6 = e w ; .
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Therefore b is a non-extreme point of the unit ball of .
q.e.d.
Note: Since b is a multiple of the kernel function b is an eigenvector for S'b (S' is the 
adjoint of the unilateral shift S). Hence the fact that S'b  € H(b) implies that b e  H(b).
Obviously, this is a much shorter proof than the one given above.
When b is non-extreme, H(b) is closely related to Af(u ) , where a is the outer function
that has modulus 1 -  \t\)*  on cD and such that a(0) > 0.
I  -1*4Remark 1 For b(z) =  ------- the corresponding function a is defined byI -  uz
Proof:
Indeed a(0) * > 0.
VM
To compute on cD , consider
a * Uj +• iu2 =» u ~ Uj -  iu2: 
~COS0 + i sin 0  ecD.
Then:
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ue?0 = (Uj cos 9 + sin 6) + i f  Uj sin 9 -  u2 cos 6);
[i -  ue*0\2 »  (J — uj cos 9 -  u2 sin 9 )2 +  (uj sin9 -  u2 cos9)2 -
= 1 + u j  +> u | -  2(tt[ cos 9 + u 2 sin 9) =
*  IMt42-2Refue*0);
|uj -  ue?° j *  fluj -  ut cos 9 -  u2 sin 9)2 + (u1 sin 9 -  u2 cos9)2
= Iwj^+a/ + car# +■ Jin =
=  [ uj-* +j uj-* -2j uj R e fu e * 9  )  =  2Jujfluj -  R e fu e * 9  ) ) .
This gives:
*  ,  -* ,  7 ! * '< { * - * * * * * »  0 - M ) 2
tfe*0 ) \2 +  i *  •* » -------------- =---------------------+ ----------- =---------------
IM /  +• \t42-2  Refue10) /  + 1 id2 -2  Refue[ u\  f e* 1 u( 10 )
2|«j -  2 Refue*0)  + /  + |uj2-2|uj
/  + \u\2-2Refue*9) 1.
and therefore:
afz)  *  ■ (W -  us) ■ Kfz) .
q.e.d.
I -  I idRemark2 The function bfz)  a    is holomorphic on D .
1 — uz
Proof:
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The only points in C where b can fail to be holomorphic are those where the denominator 
is zero. But this means:
/  -  uz * 0 o  uz » /  za = —,u
and hence |z J =  — > /  , since |u| < /. Therefore:
M
z0 e C - Z T ,
and 6 is holomorphic on IT.
q .e .d .
The space H(b) has quite a few inhabitants, as one can see by remembering some known 
facts.
1) Using results from [31; 37], it follows that b (being non-extreme and holomorphic on 
ZX) is a multiplier of H(b) and Af(a). This last property is equivalent ([31; 37]) with 
each of the two facts:
i) H(b) = A f(S);  
ii) a and b form a corona pair.
2) Also, b non-extreme implies that the polynomials are dense in H(b), and the kernel 
functions (for evaluation at all points v in D) in H* are all elements of H(b). [30; 37]
3) For any point v in D. the kernel function for evaluation at v in H(b) is given by:
k& = f / -b O O  b) kv * / 7 - f / - N ; * W W - < 7 - | u | ;  -ku] kv = 
( l - M ) 2
 T - ' ku ] - k vI -  uv
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Of couise, for any element v in D, the function k§ is an element of H(b).
Also, as it has been mentioned in the proof of Lemma I, b e H(b).
With these remarks, one can now prove die following:
8. Lemma For any <p:D -*  D analytic, with <p(0) = 0,
c % ({*>; polynomials; k9; k$ | v e  D}) £  H (b).
Proof:
As it has been proved in Theorem 1 , C^( polynomial) = polynomial € H (b).
One can now compute C£b, C$kv. V v e D and see that all of these are
elements of H(b), Indeed:
C$kv = k9(V) e H(b), V v € Z);
*  c j< r/ -  n ;  • ku)  *  r /  -  n ;  • e w a -
To find an expression for C££v ( v # a), one considers any function /  from and
computes the following inner product (in H*):
< C p k s . f  >  «  < k $ . f  °<p >  s  < / 7 ------ -------z r ~ ' ku ]  kv . f  °q>>  */  — uv
r / - w , F
*  <  k v . f  0 < p > --------------   —  <  k Uk y . f  o  <p >  =I — lev
a -\*)2 .
• ( f  • 9)M ----- -— —  < — • l-rhr -  -r^ —lJ  • V >I  — UV U — V I  — UZ I -  vz
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( 7 - M /
= < w  f  > ~ fi - * ) . & . , ) ( ’  • < w /  > - "  • < w /  » -
V - ( I - M ) 2 _ f f - r z - N /
'  < VvZ + (7 _  ^  . (U _  irj ' VvZ “  (l-u!).(v-9) ' k# “>'f X
This implies that:
& V(l-\t4)2 U' ( l - |uf>*
c j* „  = V v ; + -  f j r ^ T T i T i ;  • 6
To find an expression for Cpkfc, one considers a similar inner product and finds:
< Cpkjl, /  > * < k& .f  a <p > — < (1 — b(u) b) * kv , f  o (p > =
-  < ku,( l  -  b(u) - b )(f  0 <p) > — (1 — \b(u)\2 )•  f(<p(u)) =
*  (7  -  | h f u ; | 2  ;  <  k ^ u ) . f  > .
Hence:
(1 - 1«| J*
-  r /  -  i ;  • * * » , -  a  -  — rp -z  • **», -  
r  rz + N jz  r /  ♦ m j 2 ' *">
q.e.d.
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CHAPTER 3
MISCELLANEOUS RESULTS
In tins chapter a few miscellaneous results are included.
A) For this part, the notations are as follows:
I?  -  I? (cD) , with the usual norm and inner product;
P is the orthogonal projection of L2 onto the Hardy space if2;
I  is the identity operator on L2;
I® * L*(3D)\
( H2 )■*- is the orthogonal complement of if2 in L2;
H  denotes an arbitrary Hilbert space;
B(H) is the set of all bounded linear operators on B(H)\
A * denotes the adjoint of the operator A. for A e  B(H) ;
q>. iff. p  € I® .
These notations have been introduced in order to define the following operators:
1) The multiplication operator.
M 9 :L2 -+ L2 : Mp ( f )  = <p- f .
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
2) The composition operator: (for <p .analytic, M .  *  *).
Cp:H 2 -► H2: C9 ( f )  = f°<p.
3) The Toeplitz operator.
T9 :H* -*  H! : T9 ( f )  = P(q>f).
4) The Hankel operator.
R9 . H2 -> H1: H9 ( f )  ~ ( I -  P)(<p • f ) .
First, some connections between these operators are mentioned:
IIST (1)
p m 9 p  = pt9 p (2)
72 * T-* 9 (3)
II X 8 (4)
T-T9 = T- , ii<p e  tf®.9 99 (5)
H^:(H2) ^  -* H2: H%(f) « P (p . f ) . (6)
HpHj, = a. (7)
h '9*9 « (8)
The following results, [12], are well-known:
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t-Theonm If A and B a n  in B(H), the following a n  equivalent
a) rangefA) q  rangefB);
b) AA* £ BB*, for some X * 0;
c) then exists an opentor C in B(H) such that A=BC.
Moreover, if one (hence all) of the above conditions a n  valid, then then  
exists an unique opentor C in B(H) such that
|C f  = in fill > 0: AA* £ BB*};
null[A]*null[C]; 
rongefC) £  rangefB*).
I
Rem ark. The theorem has the immediate consequence: rangeff AA*)2 )  = range(A).
2. Theorem If A and B a n  two operators in B(H), then:
I
rangefA)  + rangefB) * rangeff AA* + BB*)2 ).
Using these theorems, one easily gets:
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ZJtheQWn The following a n  equivalent for the operators A, 8, C from 
B(H):
a) rangef A ) <Z rangef B ) + rangefC); 
b) AA* £  X2fBB* + CC*), some X * 0;
c) A -  BUi + CU2, for some Ul t U2 e B(H).
In what will follow, some results are obtained regarding the operators defined at the 
beginning of this chapter, ha particular, the problem: “when the range o f one operator 
included in the range o f another one? " is explored.
4. Theorem The following a n  equivalent:
a) rangef Tp ) £  rangfT^) + rangef Tp );
b) %T* s  X2(TwT* + TpT*).som e X * 0; 
e) Then exist two operators Vt ,V2 e B(H2) such that
Tp = TwVt +TpV2 .
In the case <p, ip. p  co-analytic, part b) in the Theorem above gives:
TW  * l2(T\v\: + T\(A:)
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Therefore, for any/in  H2, it is true that:
< Twf»f  > * X*(< T\y\>f’f  > + < T\p[*f>f **
< p m 2 / ; . / > *  * f l r P  / ; , /  > + < f ) , f  » •
Since/is in the above inequality can be written as:
<\<P\2 f , f  > $  X2(<\ip\2 f , f  > + <\p\2 f , f  >) « •
to ? 2 * * -2< w \ \ + y \ 2>-
In particular, if  /  = zn , and letting n -*  oo, one gets:
Also, b) from the last theorem is equivalent to:
TWV ~ X2(T\vV + TW  0 **
\tp\2 £ X2<\yp+\p\2 b
In other words, the last theorem can be rewritten as:
5. Theorem For <p, y , p co-analytic, the following a n  equivalent:
a) rottgefTp ) $ ronge(T¥ ) + range(Tp );
b) l?\2 s  t-2(\y\2+\p{2 ),some X * 0. 
Moreover, if one (hence both) of the above an  true, then:
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6. Theorem Consider <p e H *, <= H™. Then:
a) rangef C} )  £  rangefT*) implies Jim  Jp*| £  some X * 0.
b) rangef C£) £  rangef H*,) implies bm \pm | = 0.
Proof:
a) For any /  in#*:
rangef C }) £  rangef T*) o
it—*ao
c „ .>41s
This also can be written as:
which gives, letting f  = zn , and taking limits:
. s d H
b)
rangef C^J £  rangef H ^J  «
C$C9 S X2H}H¥ <=>
CJC, s - r?r„;.
Considering/in fT, then - in particular f  = zn , and taking limits, one obtains 
succesively:
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+ S &  IM 2 **
I/ • t i t *  ^ IWJlj s X2\vf\\ «
Hence:
„ ? J H  ■ °-
q.e.d.
Remarks-
1) If 9^ is inner, then the range inclusion b) is not possible, for any ip.
2) If p is such that fjf{e?6:\<p*(eiQ)\ = 1})(where fi is the Lebesgue measure), then the 
range inclusion b) is never possible (for any ip).
7. Theorem The following a n  equivalent
a) rangef Tp )  £  rangefH^);
b) <p = o.
H r a o f :
One implication is obvious:
If <p a  0, then rangef T^) = {0} £  rangef Hy).
For the other part, using Theorem I as before, one gets the equivalences:
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range(T<p) £  rangefHf,) o  
T9 T$ £ A?H*,Hy,
T<p +  A? Tj^ Ty i  A? ^ |>  •
For any/in #*, the above inequality can be written as:
< T p T ^ f . f  > +A2 < T—T ^ f . f  > £ A,2 < T ^ f . f  x »  
t W J l ;  + S
Using f  -  zn and taking limits, one gets:
M ] + X M ]  m \ v \ r
Hence p  = 0 o  <p = 0.
Another range inclusion is studied in the following:
8JbSQ£am For a non-zero function <p in L™, the following on  equivalent
a) rangef Hq,) £  rangef Tj);
b) Then exists a positive constant c such that
i  M j .  V  e £T*.
Proof:
The proof uses the same ideas as before.
First, for a) =e b), one obtains:
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rangef H9 ) £  rangef T^) <=>
H$H9 £ X2 T*T9 «•
TW  ~ ^
f a  z a  + x2)%T9 .
In other words, for any / in  H2:
< ^ - - / . /  > £ ( 1  + X2 ) <  T-T9 f . f
< p m 2 f ) . f  > s  (7 + ^ , | r , / f  « .
<M* / . /  > s  ( i  + a*A P f t fA 2 »
Jl<*F - K r l j  s l W J i j -
For the converse implication, assume the existence of a constant e such that?
t e \ 2 & 4 P (tftf2.
for every / in  H2.
Letting /  * zn and n —► ao, one obtains:
N ^ s c H ^
and, since <p * 0, it follows that c £  / .  If one considers X2 = c -  / ,  then:
y -  S ( l  + X2 )T9 TV »  
rangef H9 ) £  rangef T$ ).
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For e  H®, J&f j £ I fi = 1. 2) one can consider the de Branges spaces H(bt). ( i- l.
2).
Using the same techniques as before, one gets:
a) B (b , )  S  B (b 2)  «=• f  - 1) a  | i ,  f  - 1;
b) H (b j )  c  range(H ^) «> IUJ * I.
B) Consider now an analytic map q>: D —*■ D that defines the composition operator 
C9 :H 2 —> H2 and recall that for the kernel function for evaluation at a point u in D it
is true that C$ku * k ^ .
Recall also the following definitions:
1) A non-constant sequence {ZnffmQ £  Ox% a 3-sequence for <p if 
<p(zH) * zn_ t . V n € iV .
2^  A point b e cDis a.B-point of  tp if  lim <p(rb) ** band
r-*l~
there exists a B-sequence for <p converging to b.
3) A non-constant sequence (zn}^mQ. or {zH}ffm^ e is a F-sequence for <p if
<p(zn) * *„+/ for any n.
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4) An interpolating sequence for /f® is a sequence ( z j  \nD  such that for any bounded 
sequence {c j  of complex numbers, there exists /  e #® with; f(zj= c„  for any n.
BanedssJtoiajyBfaco):
— Any interpolating sequence is a Blaschke sequence, but not all Blaschke sequences are 
interpolating.
— Any Frequence { z j converges to a, the Denjoy-Wolf point of <p and:
Um £ <p' (a).
l - \ z n\
— [7] I f  tp' (a ) < I ,  then any F-sequence is an interpolating sequence.
-  [Znl2 * and V=clspan{vJ, then { v j  is a basic sequence in Vequivalent 
to an orthogonal basis for V, and, since
c?v„ -  j i - 1* 1* . k^ ) = ,
1 1 - i*.?
/ - u . K
it follows that Cm\ V is similar to a shift with weights -------------- .
Consider a B-sequence (u j converging to the B-point b 6  dD such that <p is analytic in a 
neighborhood o f6, <p' (b) > I , and lint -— * <p' (b). By [7], there exist 
uncountably many such sequences.
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Then {u j  is an interpolating sequence for tf® ([18]), so f^jl -  \ un\2 ■ }netf is a 
basic sequence equivalent to an orthononnai set [7; 39].
Consider vH = J /  -  \un\2 • ku . Then, as before,
 ------------------  I l ~ \ U n \ 2
Consider a F-sequence {z„} and a B-sequence {u j converging to the B-point b e 3D as 
before and rename — uH.
This way a doubly-infinite sequence {zn }%L-<a is obtained and consequently a double­
infinite sequence fv j  can be obtained as before. Next, one can consider V *  clspan{vj 
and the operator T = C j| V , which is similar to a shift with weights:
I l - \ z » \ 2"* = J r*
V - I W *
■  7-
This shift is injective, as none of the weights is 0. Moreover, [39], it is unitarily 
equivalent to Af. acting on:
O(P)  = f /  = ( f ( n ) ) ? ,- . :  | / l j  .  < •J -
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where the sequence of positive numbers (0(n  is related with the sequence fw j  as 
follows:
0(0) = /;
_ P(n + 1)
w" ^ T ' v* s Z -
This means:
P > 0(0) 0 ( 0  "  0 ( n - l )  0 I "  n-t
U - U o ?  i -  |Z ,P i - K - t ?
I----------------------------------    I-------------- , (n >  0);
/ - | Z 2 P  l - \ z r f
, / - \ t - J f
0 ( - n )  =  w z j . . .w l i  =  I------------ — (n > 0).
K / - m
In what follows the spectrum of T *  C£ (regarded as a weighted shift with a doubly 
infinite sequence of weights) is studied.
Let P(T) be the approximate point spectrum of T.
OJChSQCem: P(T) = f z  e D: |z |=  lim wH} \ j  f z  6 D: |*j* ftp' (b )}.H—*aa V
Proof:
Notice first that, since lim  ^ = <p' (b), one obtains:
/  -  |tf|i(
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F* F* P( + VIm  w_„ = fait ------   = lim
it-**) n-*x> p (—n ^  »->co
1(
k  -  i s * /= /»» I ---V  = Jp'  (b).It—*00 1 - I * /
Also, since lim — -L-S±zi ^ (a), it follows that:
»-*« /  -  \zn\
lim w. <i —==—vnII-*00 j ? ( a )
For n > 0 , j > 0 ,  consider
I - I * /
* »  V - ' s * /
K j )  J  | i
in defining:
'/Y7V = /« i /  0(n . j)] t/H;
«-*• yifl
r *(T) * lim [supfi(n,j)], /n ;
H~**° y ifl
r f (T )  * lim [ in f 0 ( -n . j ) ] l /n ; 
*-*«  y<0
r - ^ r ;  a  /im [sup p ( - n j ) ] l /n .
*-*a> j< 0
Since T is a bilateral shift, results from [39] can be applied to get:
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rr  = r ~ =  lim  w - r t =  J<P' (b);n-*co V
r?  »  r + a  lim wH £  _
7 *-h» ^ p T a J
Also results from [39] assert that if  7*is an injective bilateral shift and r~(T) < rt *CO, 
then /Y7y a  ^ 7- £ |a |£  r -y  u  fr7+ £  |r |£  r+}.
Conclusion: in the case under consideration
P(T) *  e  £•’ |2| = fim u  fr  € Z>; |r | = J<p' (b)}.
IB > CO V
q.e.d.
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Open Questions
The work on this dissertation started with, the general questions:
1) Which spaces H(b) are invariant under which composition operators1 
T\ Which spaces Hfb) are invariant under which adiamts o f  composition operators? 
Obviously these questions have been answered only partially here, in Chapter 2. 
There is much more work to be done in order to get complete answers.
In Chapter 3 some miscellaneous results have been included. This chapter could have 
been much longer, but that would have meant adding results that do not have too much 
connection with the ones included in the first two chapters.
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